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A spectacular three double bedroom, split level period conversion flat measuring 1146
Sq Ft, located in the popular Brockley Conservation area.

Tressillian Road, SE4 £750,000



 

This beautiful building is approached by a well maintained front garden with stairs up to
the communal entrance. The front door is on the right and this leads up to the second
floor where there is a large living room with a feature fireplace and fitted shelving. To
the back of the property is a generous and modern kitchen/diner with plenty of storage
and a range of fitted appliance with views over the communal gardens. There is also a
spacious four piece bathroom with a traditional style to it.

Stairs lead up to the top floor where there are three double bedrooms, one of which has
fitted wardrobes and another with fitted shelving. All are extremely bright due to large
sash windows. There is also a boarded loft which provides excellent storage.

To the rear of the property is a generous communal garden which is mainly lawned with
mature borders.

Tressillian Road is a highly sought after road in the Brockley Conservation area with
excellent transport links from Brockley, St. John's and Ladywell train stations. Brockley
Market is located at the end of the road and there are also a number of Ofsted
'Outstanding' schools locally.

•  Three Double Bedrooms •  Brockley Conservation •  Split Level Flat • 
•  Communal Garden •  Immaculate Condition •  1146 Sq Ft • 
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Energy Rating: D We aim to make our particulars both accurate and reliable. However they are not
guaranteed; nor do they form part of an offer or contract. If you require clarification on any points then
please contact us, especially if you’re traveling some distance to view. Please note that appliances and
heating systems have not been tested and therefore no warranties can be given as to their good working
order.
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